Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was used to study memory-associated activation of medial temporal lobe (MTL) regions in 32 nondemented elderly individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Subjects performed a visual encoding task during fMRI scanning and were tested for recognition of stimuli afterward. MTL regions of interest were identified from each individual's structural MRI, and activation was quantified within each region. Greater extent of activation within the hippocampal formation and parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) was correlated with better memory performance. There was, however, a paradoxical relationship between extent of activation and clinical status at both baseline and follow-up evaluations. Subjects with greater clinical impairment, based on the Clinical Dementia Rating Sum of Boxes, recruited a larger extent of the right PHG during encoding, even after accounting for atrophy. Moreover, those who subsequently declined over the 2.5 years of clinical follow-up (44% of the subjects) activated a significantly greater extent of the right PHG during encoding, despite equivalent memory performance. We hypothesize that increased activation in MTL regions reflects a compensatory response to accumulating AD pathology and may serve as a marker for impending clinical decline. Neurol 2004;56:27-35 Medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures are essential for memory function. These regions, particularly the hippocampal formation and entorhinal cortex, bear a heavy neuropathological burden very early in the course of Alzheimer's disease (AD), even before clinical diagnostic criteria for dementia are met.
Medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures are essential for memory function. These regions, particularly the hippocampal formation and entorhinal cortex, bear a heavy neuropathological burden very early in the course of Alzheimer's disease (AD), even before clinical diagnostic criteria for dementia are met.
1,2 Using volumetric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), we can detect MTL atrophy in vivo in elderly individuals with memory impairment, and these measures correlate with memory task performance 3, 4 and are useful for the identification of subgroups of persons who will progress to a clinical diagnosis of AD within a few years. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] However, despite considerable data on the structural correlates of memory impairment in prodromal and very early AD, less is known about the effects of the neurodegenerative process on the functional capacity of these brain regions as measured by functional MRI (fMRI).
fMRI paradigms have been developed that reliably activate MTL regions during memory tasks. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Most fMRI studies of AD have been performed in clinically diagnosed patients with mild-to-moderate dementia and have found decreased MTL activation when subjects attempt to learn new information. 16 -21 It is not yet clear when in the course of prodromal AD functional activity in the MTL declines, or whether the slope of decline is linear across the range of impairment among individuals at risk for AD. A recent fMRI study of clinic patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) showed decreased MTL activation during a memory encoding task. 21 However, Small and colleagues 16 found that only a subgroup of subjects with "isolated memory decline" demonstrated decreased hippocampal activation during encoding, whereas Bookheimer and colleagues 22 reported increased MTL activation in cognitively intact individuals genetically at risk for AD.
These fMRI results may vary because the groups being studied were composed of subjects with differing degrees of impairment. It is increasingly clear that el-derly individuals with mild memory impairments represent a relatively heterogeneous group, with a broad range of functional and cognitive difficulties. For example, in a prospective study of memory-impaired nondemented elders, Daly and colleagues 23 found that the likelihood that subjects would be diagnosed with AD within 3 years ranged widely, from 0 to 67%, and was highly correlated with the degree of functional impairment in daily life at initial evaluation (based on the summary measure from a standardized clinical scale, the Clinical Dementia Rating Sum of Boxes [CDR-SB] 24 ). This variability in outcome is likely a manifestation of differences in the severity of neuropathology among subjects. It is not yet known whether, within such a subject group, fMRI can be used to detect variability in regional brain activation that is meaningfully associated with degree of impairment or clinical outcome.
Another potential contributor to differences in the results of fMRI studies of prodromal AD is task performance. It appears that the degree of activation detected by fMRI within MTL regions during encoding strongly relates to the subjects' subsequent ability to remember the items encoded. [12] [13] [14] 25, 26 Decreased MTL activation in MCI and AD patients has been associated with relatively poor performance on postscan memory testing. 17, 18, 20, 21 In contrast, subjects who were genetically at risk for AD, but could successfully perform the fMRI encoding task, showed increased MTL activation; it has been hypothesized that this may represent a compensatory response that allows for relatively normal memory function (and task performance) in the face of developing pathological change. 22 It is not yet known whether there may be an increased MTL response, associated with relatively preserved fMRI memory task performance, in elderly subjects at risk for AD due to mild memory problems.
To address these questions, we performed an fMRI study of visual memory in nondemented elderly individuals clinically at risk for AD based on evidence of functional difficulty in daily life. The purposes of the study were to determine whether variability in activation of the MTL during a picture-encoding task showed systematic relationships to (1) the degree of impairment in daily life, as measured by the CDR-SB; (2) performance on a postscan recognition memory task; or (3) hippocampal and/or parahippocampal volume. Brain regions of interest (ROIs) were identified on structural MRI scans to quantify the extent of fMRI activity within each ROI and determine its relationship to the volume of the region. In addition, longitudinal clinical follow-up data were available on the subjects, enabling a comparison of the MTL activation in individuals who demonstrated progressive clinical decline over time versus those who remained stable.
Subjects and Methods Subjects
The subjects in the study consisted of 32 older individuals, all of whom provided informed consent in accordance with the Human Research Committee guidelines of the Massachusetts General Hospital. They were drawn from participants in a longitudinal study examining preclinical predictors of AD 8, 23, 27, 28 and were selected with the goal of studying nondemented subjects demonstrating a range of cognitive and functional impairment.
Recruitment and Selection Criteria
The longitudinal study participants were recruited through the print media (rather than from a clinical or other medical referral source). Volunteers underwent an extensive clinical, neuropsychological, and laboratory (including apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotyping) evaluation. To be included in this study, participants had to be 65 years or older, free of significant underlying medical, neurological, or psychiatric illness, and meet criteria for MCI: (1) demonstrate a memory complaint corroborated by an informant, and (2) be nondemented by having generally normal cognitive function and intact activities of daily living. Objective evidence of memory impairment was not required, but many participants had memory test scores that were 1.5 standard deviations (SDs) below the mean of their age peers.
Clinical Evaluation and Follow-up
The clinical evaluation, central to the categorization of subjects, was based on the Initial Subject Protocol used in the development of the CDR scale 24 and has been described in detail elsewhere. 23 The CDR is a structured clinical assessment instrument widely used in the evaluation of this subject population by research groups (eg, the Alzheimer's Disease Cooperative Study). 29 It includes a semistructured history focused on cognitive and functional status, asked of the subject and a collateral informant, and a standardized neurological, psychiatric, and mental status evaluation. In this study, each evaluation was administered by a skilled clinician, took 1 to 2 hours to complete, and was used to generate an overall CDR rating and the CDR-SB score (the sum of the ratings in each of the six CDR subcategories). The mean interrater reliability of the CDR ratings was high (r ϭ 0.99, p Ͻ 0.0001), as was that of the six CDR subcategories (r ϭ 0.90). 23 For this study, subjects were required to have an overall CDR rating of 0.5, with at least a 0.5 in the memory subcategory.
The clinical evaluation was repeated annually to quantify any progression in functional difficulty, thus generating an overall CDR rating and CDR-SB score annually. For the purposes of this report, "decline" in functional ability was defined as an increase of 1.0 or more points in the CDR-SB score. Subjects who became demented were diagnosed according to standardized criteria. 30, 31 Magnetic Resonance Imaging Procedures DATA ACQUISITION. The subjects in the study were scanned on two different 1.5T MRI scanners: a General Electric (GE) Signa (Advanced NMR Systems, Wilmington, MA) scanner and a Siemens Sonata (Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin, NJ) scanner. A "scanner" variable was used in the statistical analyses to determine whether any findings were influenced by differences between the two scanning systems.
First 2 ). Functional data were acquired in an oblique coronal orientation beginning at the occipital pole, perpendicular to the anteriorposterior commissure line, to maximize in-plane resolution in the hippocampus. Scanning time for each functional run was 4 minutes and 15 seconds, consisting of 102 time points (4 for T1 stabilization and 98 for data collection).
FUNCTIONAL MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING ACTIVA-TION TASK. The activation task consisted of three conditions that were alternated in blocks during each scanning run: 1) fixation: subjects viewed a white fixation cross-hair on a black background; 2) novel: subjects viewed 12 novel scenes per block and were asked to try to remember them; 3) repeated: subjects viewed four scenes, previously viewed during a practice trial, repeated in the same order, three times each per block. Each of six scanning runs consisted of the following blocks: fixation (6 seconds), novel (36 seconds), fixation (24 seconds), repeated (36 seconds), fixation (24 seconds), novel (36 seconds), fixation (24 seconds), repeated (36 seconds), fixation (6 seconds). Before these scanning runs, subjects underwent a practice run that was not scanned to assure that they could see the stimuli clearly, and to familiarize them with the scenes that would later be used in the "repeated" condition. The visual scenes, presented for 3 seconds each, consisted of 148 complex color pictures (4 repeated scenes, 144 novel scenes) obtained from a commercial collection of digitized photographs (Corel Corporation, Dallas, TX) and were presented using a standard fMRI projection system. 32 This task was based on a paradigm developed by Stern and colleagues. 11 Twenty minutes after exiting the scanner, subjects were tested for their memory of the novel scenes in a forced choice 50-item yes/no recognition memory test, using a subset of 25 of the novel scenes (drawn equally from each of the six runs) and an equal number of distractors. Recognition memory performance was calculated as the percentage of previously viewed pictures that were correctly recognized as having been seen before.
Data Analysis
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING DATA ANALYSIS. Each of the six functional MRI runs was motion-corrected to the first run using AFNI (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/index. shtml) and then spatially smoothed using a threedimensional Hanning filter (FWHM ϭ 5mm). The stimulus effects at each voxel were estimated by fitting the amplitudes of two boxcar functions (one for novel and one for repeated conditions) convolved with a gamma function to the BOLD signal across all runs. 33 The boxcar was delayed by 5 seconds from block onset to account for the hemodynamic delay. A baseline offset and linear trend also were fit for each run. The residual error was used to estimate the variance of the noise. 33 Each subject's fMRI data set was coregistered to that subject's structural MRI data set so that each individual's fMRI data could be localized with reference to their own neuroanatomical space. 34 Activation maps were generated for two contrasts: novel versus fixation, which contrasted the encoding of novel complex scenes with visual fixation; and novel versus repeated, which held the visual complexity of the stimuli constant, and thus provided information on the encoding of novel scenes compared with the viewing of familiar scenes.
The structural MRI data also were used to generate three regions of interest: the hippocampal formation (hippocampus proper, dentate gyrus, and subiculum), parahippocampal gyrus (including the entorhinal cortex), and striate cortex (used as a control). ROIs were drawn manually, by a skilled operator, on multiple slices of the structural MRI in both the right and left hemisphere, for a total of six ROIs. Reliability data for these procedures have been reported previously. 8, 35 Given the goal of relating each subject's structural MRI data to his/her functional MRI data, the volumes of the structural ROIs were not normalized to total intracranial volume. Because of the limited resolution of fMRI data and evidence that activation extended over a relatively large portion of the parahippocampal ROI, we opted to include the entorhinal cortex in the parahippocampal ROI.
The extent and magnitude of fMRI activation were examined within each ROI, using a modification of a previously reported method. 32 Extent of activation was defined as the number of voxels activated over the significance threshold ( p Ͻ 0.01) within the structural ROI (ie, number of significantly activated voxels for a given contrast). We did not divide by total number of voxels in the ROI; instead, structural ROI volume was used as a separate variable in statistical analyses.
STATISTICAL ANALYSES. Pearson correlations and partial correlations (adjusting for covariates) were performed to examine relationships among the primary variables of interest. A multiple linear regression model was developed to assess the degree to which these variables were related to clinical status. Analyses of variance (ANOVAs), with post hoc planned comparisons, were performed to evaluate differences between subjects with specific clinical characteristics of interest.
Results

Clinical Status of Subjects
All subjects in the study were nondemented and had an overall CDR rating of 0.5. They nevertheless had a range of degrees of memory impairment and mild functional difficulty in daily life, with CDR-SB scores ranging from 0.5 to 3.0 (at least 0.5 in the memory subcategory). Mini-Mental State Examination 36 (MMSE) scores varied from 27 to 30. The mean total learning score for the California Verbal Learning Test 37 was 47.4; of the 32 subjects, 14 scored 1.5 SDs lower than the mean of age and education equivalent controls. As noted above, none of the subjects met clinical criteria for dementia at the time of scanning (baseline). The baseline demographic, clinical and psychometric data are presented in Table 1 .
Performance on Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Activation Task
Recognition performance on the post scan memory testing ranged from 60% to 92% accuracy (mean correct, 78.6%; SD, 9.3%). Performance on this test was not correlated with the subjects' age, education, or degree of clinical impairment, as measured by the CDR-SB ( p Ͼ 0.42)
Relationship of Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Activity and Postscan Memory Performance
Performance on the postscan memory test was significantly correlated with the extent of fMRI activity within the ROIs for the hippocampal formation (HF) and parahippocampal gyrus (PHG), but not to that within the striate cortex (ie, the control region; Table  2 ). For the novel versus fixation contrast, activity in the HF and PHG (bilaterally) was significantly associated with postscan memory performance (r ϭ 0.49 -0.63), with the right PHG showing the strongest relationship. Similar findings were demonstrated in the novel versus repeated (NvR) contrast for the HF and PHG, bilaterally (r ϭ 0.46 -0.60), with the right PHG again showing the strongest relationship. There was no correlation between California Verbal Learning Test performance and fMRI activity in any ROI. Figures 1  and 2 provide an example of image data from a single subject.
We then examined these same relationships, adjusting for the volume of each ROI (see Table 2 ). For the novel versus fixation contrast, the extent of activation in the left HF and the PHG (bilaterally) remained significantly correlated with memory performance (r ϭ 0.48 -0.53) after this adjustment. Likewise, for the NvR contrast, the extent of activation in the right PHG remained significantly correlated with memory performance after adjusting for its volume (r ϭ 0.49). Thus, for a given volume of right PHG tissue, a greater extent of tissue activated during the encoding of novel versus repeated scenes was associated with better performance on postscan memory testing.
Correlations between the volume of each ROI and postscan memory performance also were examined (see Table 2 ). Recognition memory performance was significantly correlated with right HF volume (r ϭ 0.47; p Ͻ 0.05); that is, a larger right HF was associated with better memory performance.
Relationship of Clinical Impairment, Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Activation and Region of Interest Volume
To examine this relationship, we performed a stepwise multiple linear regression with the CDR-SB score as the dependent variable. The independent variables included in the analysis were age, education, APOE-ε4 genotype (carrier or noncarrier), the volumes of each of the three ROIs (right and left), the extent of fMRI activation during the novel versus repeated contrast for each of the three ROIs (right and left), and scanner type (GE or Siemens). The overall model was statistically significant (R 2 ϭ 0.56; F ϭ 11.99; p Ͻ 0.001). Three variables entered the regression model: age, right PHG fMRI activation, and left HF structural volume. The beta weights for these variables were age (␤ ϭ 0.35; p Ͻ 0.01), right PHG fMRI activation (␤ ϭ 0.33; p Ͻ 0.03), and left HF volume (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.71; p Ͻ 0.001). The beta weights indicate that greater clinical impairment (as measured by the CDR-SB) was associated with older age, greater extent of fMRI activation in the right PHG, and smaller volume of the left HF.
Longitudinal Follow-up of Participants
Longitudinal clinical follow-up data were available on all 32 of the participants in the study. The mean duration of follow-up of the subjects, after completion of the fMRI scanning procedure, was 2.5 years (SD, 0.9 years). Fourteen subjects declined by 1.0 or more on the CDR-SB and thus met criteria for "decliner" (mean decline, 1.6; SD, 0.7). Of those who declined, four were diagnosed with probable AD. Three of the seven individuals with an APOE-ε4 allele declined. Eighteen of the subjects did not decline by 1.0 or more on the CDR-SB and were categorized as "stable." Ta- the NvR contrast (Fig 3) , with the decliner group having a greater extent of fMRI activation. In this group, a trend toward greater extent of activation in the right HF was also present (F[1,30] ϭ 3.4; p ϭ 0.07). The groups did not differ in extent of activation in other ROIs in the NvR contrast, or in any ROIs on the novel versus fixation contrast. There were no group differences in the volumes of the ROIs ( p Ͼ 0.15). In all of the above ANOVAs, there was no significant effect of APOE-ε4 or an interaction between group and genotype.
Discussion
In this study, we used fMRI to investigate memoryrelated activation of MTL regions among nondemented elderly individuals with MCI. We found that the extent of activation within MTL regions during encoding was systematically associated with postscan recognition memory test performance, and with the clinical status of the subjects at both baseline (ie, at the time of scanning) and follow-up evaluations. As anticipated, extent of MTL activation was correlated with postscan memory test performance, even after adjustment for ROI volume. However, the relationship of fMRI activation to clinical status was "paradoxical" in that greater clinical impairment (as measured by the CDR-SB) was associated with greater extent of PHG activation. This latter finding was observed in a multivariate model that adjusted for hippocampal volume. That is, individuals with greater clinical impairment and hippocampal atrophy were able to perform this memory task but activated a larger extent of parahippocampal tissue. This paradoxical relationship was also seen for the clinical course of the subjects. After an average of 2.5 years of follow-up, 44% of subjects demonstrated clinical decline, including 12.5% who were diagnosed with probable AD. The decliner group activated a significantly greater extent of the right PHG compared with those who remained stable, signifying that individuals with impending clinical decline activated more parahippocampal tissue when attempting to encode novel scenes during the scanning session. Thus, greater extent of activation within the PHG appeared to herald subsequent clinical decline and/or a diagnosis of AD. Moreover, the volume of the PHG did not differ between the decliner and the stable subject groups, suggesting that functional changes within the MTL may be evident even when the neuropathological burden is relatively circumscribed, as has been observed in transgenic mouse models of AD. 38, 39 These findings were regionally selective in that similar increases in extent of fMRI activation were not observed in the control region, the striate cortex. It is likely that this relative specificity relates to both the consistent activation of parahippocampal regions when subjects perform visual encoding tasks 11, 12, 14, 40 and the selective neuropathological vulnerability of the MTL during questionable AD.
1,2 However, given structural MRI data indicating the involvement of superior temporal, anterior cingulate, and other brain regions in prodromal AD, 8 further fMRI studies are planned to investigate functional changes in other areas of the brain.
To our knowledge, this is the first report of a selective relationship between regional fMRI activation, degree of functional impairment, and subsequent clinical decline among MCI subjects. These findings are in ac- cord with recent neurochemical evidence of hippocampal cholinergic upregulation in MCI patients 41 and are consistent with the hypothesis that increased activation in the MTL and neocortical regions during memory task performance reflects a compensatory response to accumulating AD pathology. 22, 42, 43 Alternatively, increased regional brain activation may be a marker of the pathophysiological process of AD itself, such as aberrant sprouting of cholinergic fibers. 44 -46 It is important, however, to acknowledge that multiple nonneural factors may confound the interpretation of changes in the hemodynamic response measured by BOLD fMRI, such as age-and disease-related changes in neurovascular coupling, 47, 48 AD-specific alterations in vascular physiology, 49, 50 and resting hypoperfusion and metabolism in MCI and AD, [51] [52] [53] which may result in an amplified BOLD fMRI signal during activation. 54, 55 Although our primary measure of interest in this study was extent of activation, we also examined the magnitude of activation within each ROI (data not shown), using a method previously reported. 32 Magnitude of activation was defined as the average percentage of signal change from baseline during a given condition (ie, novel or repeated) within voxels showing significant task-related activity (as identified from an omnibus analysis). For all ROIs and task conditions, there was no relationship between magnitude of activation and postscan memory performance, clinical impairment, or decline. One possible explanation for this observation, which is consistent with other reports, 56 relates to the physiological basis of the fMRI signal, which generally correlates with neuronal firing rates. 57 We speculate that pathological alterations within MTL regions may reduce the density of neurons that are able to rapidly fire in response to a stimulus (and thus the magnitude of fMRI response) and may induce the recruitment of adjoining areas (and thus increase extent of response). This observation also suggests that a reduction in resting MTL perfusion is unlikely to account for our findings, because such a reduction would be expected to affect the magnitude of change in fMRI signal, rather than its extent.
Our results extend those of other recent fMRI investigations of MTL activation during encoding in mildly impaired, nondemented elders, 16, 21 but comparisons are complicated by differences in the characteristics of subjects, data analysis methods, and postscan memory test performance. First, the participants in this study were generally similar to those in the other studies, in that they were carefully selected to exclude significant neurological or psychiatric conditions, but our subjects likely represented a broader range along the spectrum of MCI. The subjects in this study were recruited from the community. Machulda and colleagues studied MCI patients who were referred by medical practioners; their nine subjects appeared similar to a mild AD patient group in both MTL activation and performance on a neuropsychological memory task. 21 Conversely, Small and colleagues selected subjects from a longitudinal community study who demonstrated a decline in neuropsychological memory test performance rather than a clinical history of decline and excluded individuals with an objective memory deficit. 16 MTL activation in the 12 subjects in this study was heterogeneous, with some individuals showing MTL activation that was similar to that of an AD patient group and some with relatively preserved entorhinal activation.
Varying methodological approaches to neuroimaging data analysis also may account for differences in results. Our approach was to examine the extent of fMRI activation within an ROI, based on each subject's individual anatomy. This allowed for the calculation of both the total number of voxels in a given ROI (a measure of structural volume), as well as the number of voxels in the ROI that met criteria for task-related fMRI activation (a measure of the extent of activation within the ROI). Machulda and colleagues 21 also measured the number of activated voxels within an ROI, but their method included bilateral HF, PHG, and fusiform gyri within a single ROI. Our results and those of Small and colleagues 16 demonstrate differential activation within hippocampal and parahippocampal regions during encoding, suggesting that measuring activation in these areas separately may be informative. Although these previous studies used ROI methods to localize fMRI activation, they did not report ROI volumes.
Finally, it is worth considering the subjects' ability to remember items encoded during the fMRI memory paradigm, which is known to correlate with MTL activation. [12] [13] [14] 25, 26 It is difficult to compare the postscan memory performance of our subjects with that of Machulda and colleagues 21 because of substantial differences in the encoding task itself: their subjects encoded a total of 12 scenes, of which they freely recalled 33%. This performance correlated with degree of activation, whereas forced-choice recognition did not, suggesting that recall was a better reflection of encoding and may, at least in part, explain the observed decreased fMRI activation.
It is important to acknowledge the potential limitations of our study. First, the design of the cognitive task did not enable us to control or measure aspects of cognitive processing performed by the subjects when they encoded stimuli. Although postscan recognition scores approached 80%, and thus indicated that subjects attended to the task, it is not clear whether variation in processing speed or encoding strategy may have contributed to differences in activation. 58 In addition, our analytic approach used an arbitrary threshold ( p Ͻ 0.01) to identify voxels with significant activation. Although this method is commonly used, Machulda and colleagues 21 pointed out the value of considering a range of thresholds to attempt to avoid "artifactual false positive activation." Finally, to quantify extent of activation, we localized functional activation using ROIs identified from each subject's structural images, which then required the superimposition of structural and functional MRI data. For studies of structure-function relationships in neurodegenerative diseases, this approach clearly has advantages over methods that involve spatial transformations to an average template; yet differences in spatial resolution between the functional and structural data, as well as spatial distortion artifacts produced by echo-planar functional acquisition sequences, 59 make this method imperfect, possibly resulting in mislocalization of functional activation. Techniques are currently being developed to correct for geometric distortions in fMRI data 60 and will be incorporated in future studies to minimize this problem.
Taken together with other studies, our results suggest that a complex set of factors influence the functional properties of MTL regions in the setting of neurodegenerative disease, including the severity of impairment of the subjects, the degree of brain atrophy, and the level of performance on the memory task. Although further investigation is necessary before it will be clear how these results can be applied, our findings suggest that increased MTL activation among elderly individuals with MCI may precede impending clinical decline.
